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Abstract
The paper introduces a newly developed web map portal, representing an extension of the topics presented in the last major
historical atlases issued in recent times, namely the Academic Atlas of Czech History (2014) and the Czech Historical Atlas
(2019). The web map portal is meant to provide a compendium of interesting and still not fully cartographically grasped
themes that have been dealt with in Czech historical sciences in the last few decades.
The paper brings new insights into the issue of the transfer of maps originally prepared for a printed atlas into the web
environment. The basic steps of the conversion process and its problematic aspects are mentioned and developed in detail. It
also outlines the basic requirements for a suitable design of the whole portal, formalization of the structure and presentation
of historical information in the form of story maps and their interconnection with supplementary information.
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INTRODUCTION
The rich history of the Czech Lands and the wider Central European region has always been the subject of interest and
scientific research by historians and the general public. Significant historical events were regularly, and with a varying
degree of accuracy and precision, captured on maps and in periodical publicistic volumes of which the maps were often a
part.
In the latter half of the second millennium, atlases were increasingly compiled as a means of testifying to historical events,
the domain of which was mainly the twentieth century. At the end of last century, with the development of computer
technology and digital methods of information recording, partially electronic means of publication began to appear. Initially,
they were published on digital media as stand-alone applications, later (due to the progress of the Internet, data transfer
standards, development of graphic formats and network tools leading towards cloud solutions) electronic atlases started to
make full use of the Internet environment and its capabilities. Subject of this paper represents one of the outputs of an
ongoing project consisting partly of a printed publication of the Czech historical science and, in its greater part, of a set of
interactive web map applications. Presenting the history in the form of the atlas portal complies with the recent trend when
printed atlases may be complemented with a digital content or may be completely digital. This trend is still evident and is
leading to a decline in large-scale printed atlas works.

HISTORICAL ATLASES
The publication of electronic atlases started in the last decade of the 20th century, and, along with the expansion and
improvement of the technologies used during the 21st century, electronic atlases may become a platform for communicating
knowledge of historical sciences.
In the Czech environment, one of the important works accompanying the advent of digital technologies in the preparation of
atlas works has been represented by the Historic Towns Atlas series (Šedivý 2015). One of the most recent, truly
comprehensive printed historical atlases published in the Czech Lands was the Academic Atlas of Czech History
(Semotanová et al. 2014). It may also become one of the last comprehensive professional historical atlas publications to be
published as purely printed, without accompanying electronic contents. This atlas was also discussed in Janata et al. (2014).
A partly successor project, which in printed form focuses mainly on the Czech Lands and Central Europe in the 20th century,
is the Czech Historical Atlas (CHA), which was already presented by Havlíček et al. (2018). The great innovation of this
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work is the electronic map portal, which brings a large number of maps originally designed for the Academic Atlas of Czech
History (AACH) and converted into electronic form, along with dozens of maps completely newly created based on research
by the Institute of History of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic (more to the cooperation of historians and
cartographers in Seemann (2016)).
Within the Academic Atlas of Czech History, following the example of other atlases (cf. e.g. the database of historical atlases
presented in Bláha and Močičková (2018)), temporal verticals represent guiding lines of its structure and the basic division of
atlas sections, dividing the period from prehistory to the present into classical chronological stages, such as the High Middle
Ages, the Modern Age, Modern History, etc. On the other hand, the printed Czech Historical Atlas (Fig. 1) also includes
horizontal topics dividing themes into sections of “Society”, “Space” and “Time” (Semotanová et al. 2019). This division has
its justification in the printed medium, but for the electronic one the temporal chronological categories have been taken over
again, representing a lower level of thematic division.

Figure 1. Czech Historical Atlas

WEB PORTAL AND ITS STRUCTURE
As mentioned above, the content of the web map portal is based on not one topic but is composed of selected topics of the
aforementioned two printed atlases (AACH and CHA). The topics and chapters were chosen carefully to provide a wider
insight into the Czech history via modern cartographic and web mapping methods. The structure of the portal is designed
with a view to the user-friendly interface with a simple and intuitive control to provide its accessibility to the broad public.
The topics are sorted into 8 chapters, namely Borders and Territories, Borders and Regions, Czech State and Europe in the
20th Century, Populations, Religion and Faith, Historical Milestones, Periods and Consequences, War Conflicts and their
Consequences, and Landscape and Humans. Each chapter consists of several subchapters, that are composed of related maps
(Fig. 2). The subchapters then form separate web mapping applications. Every web map application includes a Content tab
through which the user can reach any chapter or subchapter in the atlas structure. Moreover, related topics are offered and
highlighted.
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Figure 2. The web portal with chapter and subchapter selection
The web map portal is not only the signpost to single maps or topics, but it is complemented by texts giving the insight into
the historical cartography as a research field, and by links to other historical cartography works, either digital or printed ones
(Jílková and Cajthaml, 2019). The web map portal is based on HTML, CSS, JavaScript and PHP technologies used in the
part of the web portal with included web mapping applications.
As the Esri software was mainly used for the map production for both printed atlases, the Esri platform was the first choice
even for the online publication of maps for the web map portal. The Esri platform is widely used at the authors’ department,
has a decent support and wide functionality which is still being developed. On the other hand, it is a licensed solution, hence
the utilization of open source tools was also broadly discussed and tested (Suk 2017). After careful considerations of the
advantages and disadvantages of each tested technology, the Esri platform was the final choice. As a way to present the
information, Esri Classic Story Maps were used, as they provide different templates for presenting various themes. Journal or
Cascade templates may serve as examples of applications that are suitable for presenting temporal developments or data with
apparent time consequences, such as the development of the railway network during the 19th century or the construction of
dams in the 20th century. The Story Map Series template is more convenient for presenting a series of thematically related
maps depicting geographically or temporally different areas. Moreover, Journal and Series templates provide a framework
for embedding other Story Maps templates (e.g. Swipe or Spyglass) that enable the user a direct comparison of related maps.
Some of the complex topics were extended beyond their original scope (compared to the printed version of the atlas) and
supplemented with more visual material and narrative text to become more storytelling. For this purpose, specifically the
Cascade template was used. With respect to the type of map or its content, some of the web map applications were modified
with enhanced functionality (time slider, swipe, layer switching) to allow the user to visually compare a change in the
depicted phenomena over time.
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DATA PROCESSING
As web map applications often combine maps from the AACH and CHA atlases, the initial part of preparation works on the
web maps demanded compiling together not only data, but also map keys, fonts, layouts of legends, etc. The major issue was
to unify the historical frontiers, as the maps may be mutually compared within a complex map application presenting the
temporal development of the depicted phenomena. For this purpose, generalised datasets of frontiers related to principal
periods were harmonised for the basic scale levels (2M, 5M etc.). Here, the data from CHA were used here as a reference set,
where the courses of line features (rivers, frontiers) were unified within both datasets. Thematic data for each subchapter
were stored in a separate geodatabase, further divided into feature datasets storing data for individual maps. To unify the
visual form of all web maps, the graphic style (map symbols, colour scheme, fonts, layout) of the printed Czech Historical
Atlas was adopted. The original colour model was converted from CMYK to its RGB equivalent to preserve the colour
perception of the printed atlas for the web environment.
The scale series and the cartographic projection were unified to enable visual comparison of maps within one map
application. In the printed atlas, the Albers equal area conic projection was originally used but with several options of the
central meridian depending on the extent of the Czech Lands historical territory. There was also a necessity to transfer the
originally static maps that were designed to be viewed at a single scale, to dynamic multiscale maps that would display data
properly across all zoom levels, as zooming is one of the core functions of the web application (Muehlenhaus 2014). Firstly,
the basic scale levels were set in order to depict the whole area of interest in a respective historical time (1:3M for
Czechoslovakia, 1:2M for the Czech Republic or the Czech Lands). Other zoom levels were then derived from these basic
scale levels using a given ratio of 1.5 to ensure the continuity of zooming. Secondly, the sizes of symbols and labels were set
uniquely to each map scale to ensure the visual continuity across all zoom levels, as they increased in size improperly when
using the default symbol scaling based on the reference scale of the original map (Fig. 3). The maximum zoom level was set
specifically for each web map with regard to the level of detail and generalisation of the original data.

Figure 3. The size of symbols uniquely set to a given map scale (left)
versus default symbol scaling based on the reference scale of the original map (right) at the maximum zoom level
For the purpose of the publication, the map layers were sorted into two groups:
•
•

thematic layers that can be queried by the user (active layers);
other layers (including annotation) that form an inactive map background.

An inactive map background was published as a map service to a stand-alone ArcGIS Server to be drawn using tiles from a
cache, whereas the active layers were published as a feature-access service to the ArcGIS Online cloud. The final web maps
combine the aforementioned services and are enriched with configurated pop-up windows that serve as a primary source of
information that would otherwise be too complex or detailed to render within the cartographic method of the maps
themselves.
Due to the limitations of the technology used for publishing the maps, compromise solutions had to be adopted in some
cases, as certain layers or drawing techniques used for designing printed maps could not be published to the web
environment properly (e.g. annotation groups or masks). For example, the variable-depth masking technique needed to be
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replaced with simple text halos, or original annotation layers needed to be converted to vector layers, as they were deformed
(moved out of their original place) during the publication process (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Original position of the label “ČESKO” (top) versus its position
in the map service when published as an annotation layer (bottom)

CONCLUSION
The Czech Historical Atlas portal represents an innovative approach to communicate the information on historical topics in
new ways. It does not strive to replace the printed medium, but rather complements it and makes historical facts more
accessible to a wider audience in an effort to facilitate an easier and deeper understanding of the context.
The authors aim to conceive the work more as a storytelling application corresponding to the trends and needs of the modern
concept of interactive web content while keeping the maximum degree of cartographic conventions and historiographical
accuracy of the presented content.
The general public will especially appreciate the added functionality within the web map applications (time slider, swipe)
which may further improve the user interaction with the map; historians can appreciate the complex content in a uniform
manner, easily accessible in one place and enabling the comparison and the overall understanding of historical events as a
whole. This was previously difficult to reach. The new approach is supported in particular by the interconnection of the map
portal, which is offering related topics to each web map application. The portal is accessible in English and Czech languages
on the web page http://www.czechhistoricalatlas.cz.
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